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Abstract. A probabilistic algorithm for checking set disjointness and performing set intersection 
of two sets stored in different machines is presented. The algorithm is intended to minimize the 
amount of communication between the machlnes. It n is the total number of elements and k js 
the number of bits required to represent each of the elements, then it is shown that the expected 
running time of the set disjointness algorithm is O(log log n) rounds, each round consisting of 
exchanging one message with O( n + k) bits and performing O(n) steps of local computation (all 
the constants are small). The analysis of the algorithm involves approximating Markov chains by 
deterministic models. 
1. Introduction 
This paper considers the problem of computing set intersection of two sets stored 
in two different machines. We assume that the sets contain elements whose size is 
quite large. For example, an element may be a line of text, an entry in a database, 
a picture, or a file. The goal is to avoid sending all of the data to one machine and 
performing the intersection there. This is essential in cases where communication 
dominates the computation cost or in cases where there is not enough space in one 
machine for both sets. In this paper we present a probabilistic distributed algorithm 
for set intersection that is based on hashing, and in particular, random hash functions. 
The algorithm efficiently eliminates elements that do not belong to the intersection 
without sending them over to the other machine. This is done by associating small 
bit strings with each set such that, with high probability, it is possible to eliminate 
most elements by looking only at those bit strings. Those bit strings can be regarded 
as ‘fingerprints’ similar to Rabin’s fingerprinting of sequences [ll]. The rate of 
elimination of elements depends on the relative size of the intersection. We analyse 
the expected performance of the algorithm and show that if the intersection is small, 
then the improvement in communication cost over any determinstic algorithm is 
substantial. If the intersection is not small, then elements are eliminated at a slower 
rate. The algorithm can detect this early with high probability and then a deterministic 
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algorithm can be used on the elements that were not eliminated. The additional 
cost of local computation is not excessive in any case. 
The sequential computational complexity of the set intersection problem under 
a comparison-based model is known. It is straightforward to perform set intersection 
of two sets of size n, using sorting, with O(n log n) comparisons. Reingold [12] 
proved that n(n log n) comparisons are necessary to determine if the two sets are 
disjoint. Manber and Tompa [S] extended Reingold’s results to probabilistic and 
nondeterministic decision trees and proved that the same lower bound holds (see 
also [lo]). Manber [7] considered the case of sets of different sizes and showed 
that O(m log n) comparisons are necessary and sufficient in order to determine set 
disjointness of two sets of sizes n and m, m > n. The same lower bound holds for 
probabilistic decision trees as well. These results imply that one has to use more 
than comparisons to improve on the solution using sorting. 
In this paper we show that the set disjointness problem can be solved in 
O(n log log n) number of operations. The operations include hashing and com- 
parisons. Moreover, the algorithm we present is very suitable to a distributed 
environment in which the sets are stored in two different machines. It can be divided 
into O(log log n) rounds, where each round consists of exchanging one message 
with 0( n + k) bits (where k is the size of each element) and performing O(n) steps 
of local computation. It is possible to modify the algorithm so that only O(n) 
expected number of bits of communication are required. This is done by reducing 
the size of the messages as the algorithm progresses. However, more rounds will be 
required, and in practice (since messages are small anyway) it is an inferior dis- 
tributed algorithm. We will not discuss this modification in this paper. 
Analysis of probabilistic algorithms is usually quite complicated. This problem 
is no exception. We analyse the running time for large n by splitting the evolution 
of the algorithm into two stages, an essentially determinstic initial stage and a 
random termination stage. We approximate the behavior of the algorithm in the 
initial stage by a deterministic model and show that this deterministic approximation 
is good until most of the elements outside the intersection have been eliminated. 
We then show that the order of magnitude of the running time of the random 
termination stage is independent of n. The techniques employed here are applicable 
to models in a variety of fields (cf. [2,5,6]) and further applications to probabilistic 
algorithms are anticipated. 
Several other similar probems have recently been studied under a distributed 
model. Rodeh [13] showed that exchanging @(log n) numbers is necessary and 
sufficient to compute the median of the union of two sets stored at different machines. 
Mehlhorn and Schmidt [9] considered the following very simplified version of set 
intersection. Given two sequences X = (x, , x2,. , x,) and Y = (y, , yr, . . . , y,,), 
such that X, Y c_ {0, 1,. . ,2” -l}, determine whether there exists an i such that 
x, = y,. They proved that any deterministic algorithm requires sending nZ bits, and 
then showed a probabilistic algorithm whose expected communication cost is only 
O( n log’n) bits. This serves as another example where probabilistic algorithms are 
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more powerful than deterministic algorithms. In this paper we extend these results 
to the more general set intersection problem. 
Another similar example of the power of probabilistic algorithms is probabilistic 
counting. Flajolet and Martin [3] (see also [ 151) introduced a class of such algorithms 
to estimate the number of distinct elements in a multiset. They were able to achieve 
an estimate with typical accuracy of 5-10% by a probabilistic algorithm that runs 
in linear time and makes only one pass through the data. This is significantly faster 
than the regular deterministic algorithm which requires sorting. 
2. The algorithm 
Let X={x,,x* ,..., x,} and Y={y,,y, ,..., ym}, such that X, Ys 
(0, 1,. . . , 2k - 1). We assume that X is stored in machine M, and Y is stored in 
machine M2. We want to compute X n Y. Both machines can exchange messages 
and perform local computation on the data they hold. We are interested in minimizing 
both the amount of communication and the amount of local computation. 
The algorithm consists of several identical rounds. In each round the sets are 
reduced by eliminating elements that are certain not to appear in the intersection. 
The algorithm terminates when either no more elements are left, in which case the 
sets are guaranteed to be disjoint, or when we are left with a subset of candidates 
that belong to the intersection with very high probability. In this case we can either 
conclude that, with high probability, the sets are not disjoint, or exchange the 
candidates to ensure that they indeed form the intersection. In Section 4 we shall 
show that if the sets are disjoint, the expected number of rounds to eliminate all 
elements is O(log log n). 
Each machine I (/ = 1,2) uses a binary table, called T,, of size N> max(m, n), 
N = 0( m + n). N determines the size of each message; the larger N is the less 
messages we expect to have. It is convenient to consider N = m + n. The main part 
of the algorithm is the use of random hash functions introduced by Carter and 
Wegman [l]. These functions are taken at random from a predetermined class of 
hash functions. For example, the following class of functions is a good candidate: 
H, = [ax + b(mod p)] (mod N), where a, b < p (a # 0), are chosen at random, p > 2k 
is a prime, and N is the size of the table (p >> N) (see [ 1,161 for a description of 
several other good classes and their properties). We denote the elements that are 
not eliminated after round i by X’ and Y’ respectively (X0= X and Y”= Y); these 
elements are called candidates. In each round i 2 0, one of the machines, say M,, 
selects a random hash function H, from a class of hash functions H. (Since the 
number of such functions required by the algorithm is small, it is sufficient in practice 
to select those functions in advance; however, for the analysis we need the fact that 
the functions are completely random.) 
M, sends a description of H, to M2 (in the case of the function given above, the 
description includes the parameters a and b). M, uses H, to hash the elements of 
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X’ into T, in the following way. T,[j] is set to true iff there exists at least one 
element x, E X’ such that H,(x,) = j (i.e., x, is hashed onto the jth position). M? 
does the same (using the same hash function) for Y’. The corresponding tables are 
then exchanged. This requires sending only N bits. M, can now eliminate all 
elements of X’ that were hashed into position j such that TJ j] = false; Ml does 
the same for Y’. (To find those elements one can either leave pointers with the T 
tables, or rehash.) 
There are several ways to terminate the algorithm. If we are only interested in a 
disjointness test and we are satisfied with a probabilistic algorithm that may make 
errors, then we can run the algorithm for c(log, log, N) steps, where c > 1 is a 
constant. If not all the elements are eliminated, then the sets are not disjoint with 
very high probability (depending on c). Another approach is to run this algorithm 
for as long as a significant number of elements are expected to be eliminated and 
then send the remaining elements (most of which belong to the intersection with 
high probability) to the other machine. In practice, 3-5 rounds are usually sufficient 
(see Section 3). 
The decision when to stop the algorithm depends on the relative costs of the 
different steps. More precisely, suppose the cost of the computation is 
m--l 
c, = 1 [cy(x’+ Y’)+P]+r(x”‘+ Y’,) 
I =o 
if the algorithm is terminated after m rounds. The parameters N, /3, and y correspond 
respectively to the costs of hashing and performing the elimination, sending the 
bitmaps, and sending the remaining elements at the end (we include both X”’ and 
Y” for symmetry). Let B be the cardinality of the intersection. We can approach 
this problem as an optimal stopping problem (see, for example [14]). That is, we 
wish to stop the algorithm at a round T selected so as to minimize E[ C,]. Of course, 
the decision whether or not to stop after round m must be based only on X’ and 
Y’ for i = 1,2, . . , m, that is, T must be a ‘stopping time’ (see [14]). Under reasonable 
hypotheses on the parameters in the cost function and on the initial conditions (e.g., 
(Y/Y < .25, /3/( aN) < .25, B/N < .25, X0 < N, and Y”< N; these conditions can 
probably be improved with a more detailed analysis), the optimal 7 is the smallest 
value of m satisfying 
Y(X “-I+ Y”-‘)=sa(X”-‘+ Y”-‘)+p+E[y(X”‘+ Ym)(Xm-‘, .‘,-‘I 
=a(Xrn-‘+ Y”-‘)+p 
+ Y[X 
m--i+ ym~,_(Xm-I_B)(l_N-I)Y”i ’ 
_ ( y”- ’ _ B)( 1 _ Nm-‘)x”’ -‘I; 
that is, 7 is the smallest m such that the cost of performing the next round is more 
than the cost of the extra communication in sending the expected number of elements 
that would have been eliminated in the next round. This is intuitively reasonable, 
but it is in fact not the optimal rule for all values of the parameters. 
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Of course, this requires an estimate of B. One such estimate (based on least 
squares after m rounds) is given by 
fi =I:;,’ w,,?J(X”’ -X’(l-Y(Y’)))r(Y’)+(Y’+‘-Y’(l-T(X’)))Y(X’)] 
m 
2:;’ W,,[ r(2 Yi) + Y(2X’)] 
> 
where { LVi_,} are positive weights, and Y(X) = (1 - N-I)‘. 
One approach to the selection of the weights is to note that, for large N, 
N-“‘(& - B) is approximately normally distributed, and to attempt to select the 
weights so as to mimimize the variance of the approximating normal distribution. 
One way of doing this involves selecting the weights recursively, that is, let 
x.=E h 
N’ 
&! 
A 
N’ 
bk +, 
(2.1) 
rk=xk-bk, g,=y/c-bk, 
uk =r,(l+r,)(emYk-e -2?‘h)+gk(l+gk)(e-“L-e~2”k) 
- ( rk)‘y, ee2yh - ( g,)‘xk ee2”k + 2rkgk ( I- bk) e-‘++“k), (2.2) 
Vk=em?h+e-‘h and W,= VkUJIJkVo. (2.3,2.4) 
Note that the definition is indeed recursive since & depends only on 
W,, W,, . . . , W,_, . Of course, these weights are random, but N-“*(& - B) is still 
approximately normal for large N and the approximating distribution has the desired 
minimum variance. For a further discussion of this ‘conditional least squares’ 
approach to parameter estimation see [4, Chapter 61. 
3. Empirical results 
We simulated the algorithm for checking set disjointness that was described in 
Section 2. We considered two random disjoint sets and measured the mean and 
standard deviation (over 200 random inputs) of the number of rounds it took to 
eliminate all elements. We assume that the hash functions map the elements uni- 
formly onto the bitmap tables. The results are given in Table 1. Notice that the 
standard deviation is very small. 
4. Analysis 
If we assume that the values of H, for distinct elements are independent and 
uniformly distributed, then the algorithm in the previous section is probabilistically 
equivalent to the following ‘balls in boxes’ model. There are N boxes, corresponding 
to the size of the tables and red, green, and blue balls, corresponding to the elements 
in the first set, the second set, and the intersection, respectively. At the ith round, 
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Table 1. 
Running times for the set disjointness algorithm. 
Set size Mean Standard deviation 
16 2.845 0.568 
32 3.120 0.476 
64 3.205 0.452 
128 3.270 0.445 
256 3.420 0.495 
512 3.760 0.428 
1024 3.940 0.238 
2048 3.990 0.173 
4096 4.015 0.122 
8192 4.040 0.196 
16384 4.065 0.247 
32768 4.100 0.301 
65536 4.165 0.372 
let R, denote the number of red balls, Gi the number of green balls, and B (which 
does not depend on i) the number of blue balls. The balls are placed at random in 
the boxes. If a box contains only red or only green balls, then those balls are 
discarded. The remaining R,,, red, G,,, green, and B blue balls are then collected 
and the process is repeated. Of course, the red balls correspond to elements in X 
but not in Y, the green balls to elements in Y but not in X, and the blue balls to 
elements common to X and Y. We are interested in the behavior of the model if 
N is large and R0 and G, are O(N). 
As a first step in the analysis, we show tht the probabilistic model is well 
approximated by the following deterministic model. Given ro, g,, and b, 
rltl = r,(l -e~-‘h+pf’), g,,, z g,(l -e-Ch+rr)). (4.1) 
Theorem4.1. ForN=2, 3 ,..., let {(Ry, G y, BN)} be the random process described 
above with N boxes and starting with Rr red balls, G,y green bails, and BN blue 
balls. Dejine ry= N-‘Ry, g;“= N-‘Gy, and b’Y = N~-‘BN. Let O<(Y <‘i, and 
{(r,, g,)} satisfy (4.1). !f, for each t‘ > 0, 
Aj~n Pr{ NcI (1 r,” -rol+/g~~-go]+lbN-bl)>e}=O, 
then, for F > 0, 
limSPr{sup N”(lr”-r,)+Igy-g,l)>e}=O. (4.2) 
Remark 4.2. By (4.2), for large N, Ir” - r,( s EN -a and 1s;” -g,/ s EN-O with high 
probability. 
Proof. The theorem follows from Theorem A.1 in Appendix A. The convergence 
of r,” to r, and g,” to g, follows by calculations of the conditional expectations and 
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conditional variances. The fact that the convergence is uniform in i is a consequence 
of the monotonicity of r,” and gi”. Letting eN = (1 - N-‘)-N, 
E[rE,lrr, gy] = ry(1 -ezb”+‘y))= Fy(ry, gy), 
E[g;“,, 1 r;“, g,N] = gi*( 1 - e>bN+r’Y’) 3 F,N( rfi, gN) 
(4.3) 
and 
ElI(rx, - F;“(ri, g?))‘) I?, g?l 
= N-‘,.?(I + ,.y _ N-‘)(e~b’+g~)_e~~~~+g~)) 
+ ( rfi)2(e;-3;“+g,:) _e;?(b’+g:)) 
with a similar identity for g;“,,. 
(4.4) 
Theorem A.1 gives (4.2) with sup, replaced by maxrSiSNfl, with 0~ p < 1-2~~ 
However, r,+ c rO( 1 - e-b)NP = o( N-“) and similarly, g,p = o( N-“), so the stronger 
statement follows from the monotonicity of r,, ry, g,, and g,“. •I 
Our main interest is in the expected value of 
rN = min{ i : R,! = G,? = 0). 
We begin by treating the case in which Gt = 0. 
(4.5) 
Proposition 4.3. Suppose Gr=O, BN>O, N=2,3 ,..., supN(r~+bN)<~, and 
R,N -+a. Then 
lim sup (Pr{r N~z}-exp{-R~(l-e~bN)Z}~=O, (4.6) 
and hence, for each E > 0, there exists K, > 0 (independent of N) such that 
hm sup Pr rN - 
N-u 
(4.7) 
Remark 4.4. Let 5,) t2,. . be independent geometrically distributed random vari- 
ables with Pr{& < z} = 1 - (1 -p)‘. Then, for large R, 
Pr{,~,~~~~~z}=(l-(l-p)‘)R~e~R’i~P”. 
Consequently, rN behaves as the maximum of Rc independent geometrically 
distributed random variables with parmeter p = e;b”. 
Proof. Let fy denote the fraction of boxes that contain blue balls at the ith round. 
Note that j’,“,f,“, . . are i.i.d. with E[f,“] = 1 -ebb” and 
v~~(~;Y)=~-,:~ _e&2bN+ N-‘(e~b’-e~2~~)~ Nm’(e;b” -e-,:h,“). 
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Then, 
aexp{-R,y(l -e;hh)z}. (4.8) 
The asymptotic validity of the approximation follows from the fact that Rr + co, 
and the second inequality by Jensen’s inequality. Without loss of generality we may 
assume bN + b 2 0. (Otherwise, work with convergent subsequences.) If b N + 0, the 
left-hand side and the right-hand side of (4.8) are asympotically the same and (4.6) 
follows, so assume b N + b > 0. By the monotonicity of Pr{ TN s z}, it is enough to 
show that, for arbitrary 0~ k, < k?<a, the convergence in (4.6) is uniform for z 
satisfying k,c R,y(l-e$)‘< kZ, that is, 
(logR~-logk,)/(log(l-e~hh)(~z~(logR~-logk,)/log(l-e,~~‘)~. 
By the mean value theorem, 
E[exp(-( i!, &) Rr(l -eGh‘Iz}] -exp{-RF(l -e-,h”)‘) 
( i 
c k2 exp - 
and (4.6) follows. Finally, to obtain (4.7), solve 
e- R,;(l- eTh” ,-I 
= ~/2 and e 
which gives 
log R,N 
2, = 
-log(l~og(~/N 
(log(1 -e&bu)( 
Define 
and z 
2 
= log R,N -lodbdl - ~/2)1) 
Ilog( 1 - e-,h”)l 
(4.9) 
K. = l +sup max(llog(110g(&/2)1)I, bg$X(l - E/2)()() 
e 
q 
N Jlog(l-eGbN)I 
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Corollary 4.5. Zf b > 0 and lim,_ log Nib” - bl= 0, then 
lim sup ]Pr{~~cz}-exp{-R,N(l-e-h)z)J=O, 
N+rn ztz + 
and, for every E > 0, there is a K, such that 
lim sup Pr rN - 
s &. 
N-W 
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(4.10) 
(4.11) 
Proof. As before, by monotonicity, it is sufficient to fix 0 < k, < k2 < 03 and consider 
z satisfying 
k, < Rt(l -e-,b”)‘, Rc(l -e-‘)“< k2, 
which implies z s C log Rc = O(log N). Then, by the mean value theorem, 
IRr( 1 -e&h”)Z - Rr( 1 - e-‘)‘l 
s k2z(eCh - eGhh” /(l -e$‘m’(l _ e-b)-’ 
~k~z((b-bN(+O(N-‘))(l-e-,bW)-‘(l-e-b)-’ (4.12) 
and the corollary follows. cl 
Next we consider the case r,,, g,,, b > 0. 
Theorem 4.6. Suppose the conditions of Theorem 4.1 are satisjied with r,, g,,, b > 0. 
Let 0 < y < a and dejine 
(TN = Jlog( 1 - eFh)l’ 
(Note that (1 -e-h)-r’,b = NY.) Then, 
lim sup IPr{rN S z}-exp{-(r,, + g,,)N(l -e-h)Z-‘<V}l = 0, 
N-,x ~~17 
and, for each F > 0, there exists a K, > 0 such that 
(4.13) 
lim sup Pr 
N+G^ 
log N 
TN - 
Ilog( 1 - e^“)j 
Remark 4.7. Note that 
ro+gos rk+gk 
(1 -e?)k 
s C(rcl, go, 6) (4.15) 
for all k, where C(r,, g,, b) is a constant. 
(4.14) 
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Consequently, there exist constants c, and c2 depending on r,, g, and b such that 
cl WY G r,,, + g,,, s c2NmY and ~,~(r,,+g~,,)(~-e-~)~(~\~~~ (4.16) 
for all N. 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 4.1 that, for every F > 0, 
(4.17) 
Let r: = min{ i : RN = 0}, y”, = min{ i: I?;” = 0} where, for i > uN, l?” is the number 
of red balls that have been in a box with a blue ball at each round j, (TN < jS i. 
Finally, let RN, i > (TN, be the number of red balls that would remain if at time VN 
all green balls were painted blue, and define ~7: = min{i: RF = 0). Note that r: s T: 
and that 
Pr{~~~z}~Pr{T~~z}~Pr{yR,~z}. (4.18) 
After round uN, {R y} and {I?,“} b h e ave like the model without green balls analysed 
in Proposition 4.3. Consequently, by Proposition 4.3, Corollary 4.5, and the Markov 
property, 
lim sup (Pr{n:- 
NacczcZ+ 
uN < z}-E [exp{-R,N,(l -e~b’VtRYN))Z}]( 
= lim sup (Pr{nE- 
N-3I ZiZ’ 
UN ~z}-cxp{-r~,NN(l-e-h)‘}l=O 
and 
lim sup IPr{YE- 
N-1 ;cz* 
u,,,sz}-E[exp{-R,&(l-e$)=}]) 
= lim sup \Pr{yR, - 
N-cczcZ+ 
u,<z}-exp{-r,,N(l-e’)‘)(=O. 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
It follows that lim,,, Pr{ r”N = T:,} = 1. 
Let T: and r”, be defined as T: and yt. 
Note that TV = T”, v T: so limN_= Pr{ 7N = r”, v -yg} = 1. Again applying Proposi- 
tion 4.3 
lim sup IPr{ r; v r”, - uN 
N-co ztz+ 
~z}-E[exp{-(R~~+G~,)(l-e$h)z]]( 
= lim sup JPr{rN - uN 
N-cc ztz+ 
~z}-exp{-(r,,+g,,)N(l-e-h)Z)~=O. 
(4.21) 
Replacing z by z-uN gives (4.13). 
By (4.13), for N sufficiently large, 
exp{-c,N(l-e~h)‘}-~&~Pr{T,~z}~exp{-c,N(1-e~h)’}+~s. 
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Select z1 so that exp{-c,N(l -e?)‘l} =$e and z2 so that exp{-c,N(l -e-‘)3} = 
1 -$E, and note that 
log N 
z’=,log(l_e_b),+K: (i=:l,2). 
The theorem follows. 0 
In the final case considered, we assume BN = 0 for all N. 
Theorem 4.8. Suppose the conditions of Theorem 4.1 are satis$ed with r,, go> 0, and 
that BN = 0 for all N. Let uN = min{i: rig, s N-‘}. Then, 
hm Pr{TNE{(TN,(TN+l,~N+2}}=1. 
N-CC 
SpeciJically, setting uN = r,,v,g,W_, , 
hm (Pr{~N=(TN}-e-N”“)=O, 
NdW 
(4.22) 
lim (Pr{7N=~N+l}-e-N”~(1-e~N”“))=0, 
N-CC 
lim (Pr{rN = ~N+2}-(1-e-N”,C))=0. 
N+CC 
(4.23) 
Remark 4.9. Note that 
lim 3 = lim 1= 1 and lim 3 = r’_‘(l -e-g’-‘) = 1. (4.24, 4.25) 
i-02 r,g, ~+a g, i-mg, g,_,(l-e-‘g-I) 
In particular, lim,,,( r,,g,, /u$,) = 1. Note also that hmN+, eNuW( 1 - eeNUt) = 0, 
so hmN_,, Pr{ rN = a,.,} Pr{rN = (TN + 2) = 0. Since 
1 _e-g, 1 _e-‘< 
r,+lgi+l = (rig,)'__ -= (rlg,)‘C, gt r, 
and lim,,, c, = 1, it follows that hmN+,U g,/log, log, N = 1. 
Proof. From (4.24) and (4.25) it follows that 
(4.26) 
Since r,,_,g,,_, > NP’, (4.25) and (4.26) imply that there exists a K such that 
lim N-” -= lim N”=O (4.27) 
N-ta, rcFK N-m k&-K 
Then, by Proposition 4.1, for each F > 0, 
lim Pr{ 
N-CC i~ITN_K (I$-11 + I~-+1 =O* 
sup (4.28) 
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By (4.4), on the event {r,” > 0, gi” > 0}, 
E 
[( 
rfYl N +y,g”] 
rN(l -ei?g) 
=N-‘(r,N(1-e-,RY)))2[rN(1+rfi-N-’)(e$Y-e$+1Y) 
+(r;“)‘N(e$$ -ez”:‘)]s C(Nr,N(l -eJy))-’ (4.29) 
for some constant C. By (4.29), there exists a c > 0 such that, for each K > 0, 
N 
Pr 
ri+ I N - 1 > K(Nrp(1 -ez’:‘)))“” 
ry(l-ezg) 
(4.30) 
and a similar inequality holds for gl”,,. 
By (4.24), (4.28), and the fact that Nr,,v-,grr,w-,+~ for 1’22, Eq. (4.30) implies 
that, in (4.28), we can replace K by 1. By (4.28) and (4.30), for N sufficiently large, 
rN 
Pr TV 
r&,( 1 - ez-Z-1) 
- 1 ~5 2K( Nu,,,)“’ 
and, for each E > 0 and N sufficiently large, 
Consequently, taking K = Jc/, in (4.31), for N sufficiently large, we have 
Pr 
2E 
z--- Nu 
l--F’ 
(4.31) 
(4.32) 
(4.33) 
Similar estimates hold for g,,“,. 
Note also that since Nu N Z= 1, Eqs. (4.31) (with K =Jc/E) and (4.32) imply 
Pr 1 s2E. (4.34) 
Let 6: denote the fraction of boxes at the ith round that contain green balls. Then, 
Pr{riV,,+g,N,=Olr?, g?I = E[(l-5x,)RY 1 TN, gi”l. (4.35) 
Numbering the green balls 1, 2,. . G”, let nkl = 1 if the kth and Ith balls are in the 
same box. Then, 
(4.36) 
and hence, 
Brig? - Si*+,il r?, gjvl c (d” - N-l). (4.37) 
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Consequently, using (4.28) 
lim Pr{rr,,_,+g&, =0} 
N-r 
= lim e-Nr~W~2g<7,W-2 = 0, 
N-‘X 
and again, by (4.28) (with k replaced by l), 
(4.38) 
= ,?imm IE[e-N’!&&,] -e-Nrc+‘rr,\,-,I = 0, (4.39) 
which gives the first limit in (4.23). To obtain the second limit in (4.23) we have 
lim Pr{7NSflN+l}-e-N”t 
N-CC 
-exp{ - Nu$} 1 = 0. (4.40) 
The last limit follows from (4.33) and (4.34) since (4.33) implies that, for large N, 
with high probability, either Nu ‘, is small and hence, both exponentials are close 
to one, or r~~g,~!/u2, is close to one. In either case, the difference of the two 
exponentials is close to zero. 
Using (4.4) and (4.34), there exists a constant C such that, for each E > 0 and N 
sufficiently large, 
Pr{r :.,+,g,“,+, 2 C(u”, + N-‘&)]c F 
and it follows that 
(4.41) 
lim Pr{ rN s (TN + 2) = Aima E[(l - &+z) R’~+ll 
N+CX + 
= lim E[e-Nr~N+lg~y+l] = 1 
N+‘X 
which gives the third limit in (4.23). 0 
(4.42) 
Appendix A 
Theorem A.l. For N = 1,2, . . . , let {ZF} be a Markov chain with values in R”. Let 
F: Rd + Rd be continuously differentiable and suppose {Z,} satisjies Zi+, = F(Zi). 
Define 
FN(z)=E[Z;“,,jZy=z] (A.1) 
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and 
GN(z) = NE[(Z:;, - FN(Z:))*( 2;” = z]. (A.2) 
Let O< CK ~4. Suppose, for each compact K c Rd, sup,,, supztK GN(z) <CO, and 
lim sup Na(FN(z)-F(z)l=O, (A.3) 
and, for each E > 0, 
lim Pr{ N” ( 2,” - Z,( > e} = 0. 
N+‘X 
(A.4) 
(a) For M = 1,2, . . . and E > 0, 
jjym Pr{,zm”, N”I_ZN - z,j > F} = 0. (A.5) 
(b) Zf, in addition, lim,,, Z, = Z, exists, and IlaF(Z,)(l < 1 (here aF is the matrix 
of first partial derivatives), then, for 0 <p < I -2~ and e > 0, 
lim Pr{ max N”jZy - Z,( > E} = 0. (A.6) 
N-W Ostc N” 
Proof. Let K~=sup{llaF(~)ll:min,,,,~ Iz-Z,j c &}. Note that, for 0 c i G M - 1, 
W(Z:, -Z,+,l= (N”(Z:, -FN(Z,N))+Na(FN(Z:)-F(Z,N)) 
+ N”(F(Z:) - F(ZJ)(, (A.7) 
so, for F > 0, 
Pr{N”(Zz, -Zi+,l> .Y}S Pr{N”(Zz, -FN(Z,N)(>$, WlZi”-Z&E} 
+Pr{N”~FN(Z~)-_(Z~)I>~&, N”/Zy-Zz/s~} 
+Pr{N”IZN-Zi(>min(F, K-,‘E/~)} 
~~E~*N~“~*~‘E[G~(Z;N)X(~“,~~~~,/’~~] 
+Pr{N”(FN(Zy)-F(Z”)I>$&, N”/Zy-Z,(~F} 
+Pr{N”(Zy-Z>(>min(E, KG&/3)}. (A.8) 
Using the uniform (in N) boundedness of GN on compact sets, (A.3), and (A.4), 
Eq. (AS) follows by induction. 
Under the conditions of (b), let p satisfy j(aF(Z,)J( <I-, < 1. By the continuity of 
aF, there exist S,>O and F,>>O such that /aF(z)((<p if /z-ZX(<6,,+eo. 
Fix O<F<F~. Let M = min{k: [Z, - Z,l < a,, i 2 k}, and let N,, be such that, for 
Na N,and (z-Z~-S~,+E,,, we have N”JFN(z)-F(z)\~~~(l-p). If ia M, Na 
N,, and N”lZy -Z,l c E, then, by (A.7) 
N”IZ,N,, -Z,++ N”IZ;;, - FN(Z;N)l+;E(l -P)+PE. (A.9) 
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Consequently, 
P’c,_F_““,p N”IZY-Z,l> &I c < 
5Pr{Om’,“xM N”[Z,N-Z,j>F} 
+PPr{Mm5xD N”JZ~-Z,/>&,N”IZ~-Z~lI&F) 
“P’{,nl”X, N”(Z,N-Z,I>F} c< 
NP-I 
+ 1 Pr{N”IZx,-Z,+,I>E, N”IZY-Zi(s&I 
r=M 
S Pr{,ff:xM NajZ,N-Z,(> E} 
NP-I 
+ ;sM 4E-‘(1 -p)-*N-’ - ’ ‘“‘EIGN(ZjV)~~N’,lr,~~~,,~~~], 
and the right-hand side goes to zero by part (a) and boundedness of GN. 0 
For continuous time analogues of the above theorem see [2,5,6]. 
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